
 
 

                                                 ASB Polyfest 2020 FAQs 

 

1. Why was ASB Polyfest 2020 cancelled? 

 

The week leading up to ASB Polyfest, we had been providing updates on all our social media                 

platforms as well as telling our sponsors and stakeholders that we were still going ahead. Even after                 

the Auckland mayor, Phil Goff, announced the cancellation of the Pasifika Festival the day before it                

was due to start, the messaging to us was that the risks were low and there had been no                   

community-wide spread of COVD-19. 

Last Saturday, the Government signalled that restrictions to public and mass gatherings would be              

announced, so we asked local health agencies what this meant for us. The next day, we were told                  

that in the interest of public health advice, we should cancel our event and because further                

restrictions to public gatherings was expected. The Polyfest Trust met with urgency on Monday and               

made the right call to cancel this year’s event. Since the cancellation news, further bans have been                 

announced, including any public gatherings of 100 or more people. 

 

2. Why did you wait so long to cancel? 

 

Advice to event organisers right up to last Saturday continued to be positive and we were advised                 

that we could continue. Auckland Mayor Phil Goff made the distinction between Polyfest and              

Pasifika during his Friday press conference in that our event was largely a local one. A key emphasis                  

on no community-wide spread of the virus (and this is still the case) was one of the major factors                   

why health advice to us at the time meant that we could continue.  

 

3. Why can’t you make it a closed event so only students can attend and perform? We’ve been 

practicing long hours and lots of time and commitment has gone into costumes and 

preparing for our performances. It feels like we’ve wasted our time. 

 

When we announced the cancellation of ASB Polyfest on Monday, 16 March, the Government              

announced that same afternoon further restrictions on public and mass gatherings. Even if we              

continued with performers taking the stage, and as many of you have suggested, coordinating bus               

just having an event where performers can perform in front of judges in a closed event, that would                  

still be classed a mass gathering. Group numbers range anything between 30-140 students and              

supporters, across six cultural stages, and at any one time. Further restrictions have since been               

announced and gatherings of more than 100 people are now banned. 

Another major factor was that restrictions were also being put on non-ticketed events, for example,               

events where you didn’t sit in a specific seat. Entry into ASB Polyfest allows people to move around                  

the stages. If a person infected with COVID-19 attended the event, health officials would not be able                 

to locate exactly where that person sat or who they interacted with. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

4. Why can’t you just postpone it instead of cancelling? 

 

The timeframe for ASB Polyfest is traditionally during Auckland school’s first term and this is for                

many reasons. Auckland school calendars are very busy and in some cases, include regular fixtures               

that cannot be changed. These include sports engagements, school trips, study and exam             

preparations that are planned months in advance. Therefore, postponing a four-day event like             

Polyfest to another time during the year is not possible. We also have to take into account factors                  

such as venue, stallholders and sponsors who also have other plans throughout the year. 

 

5. Why didn’t you have a Plan B? You cancelled the last day of Polyfest last year so why                  

weren’t you prepared or had a back up plan? 

 

Cancelling the last day of ASB Polyfest last year and this year’s cancellation are two different                

scenarios. You cannot plan for a scenario like COVID-19 because there is no end date we (or anyone)                  

can place on how long this will be. We also cannot preempt what the Government may decide in                  

terms of further restrictions to public gatherings, especially when there is already discussions about              

schools likely to face self-isolation and working from home. Regardless of what a Plan B may look                 

like in this current situation, the national and global response to COVD-19 has been unprecedented.               

Therefore, Plan B right now is safety first.  

 

 

6. So what happens now to our cultural performances? For some of us, this was our last year                 

and now we don’t even get to perform at Polyfest. 

 

We will be working closely with cultural stage coordinators and schools to see what options can be                 

explored, for example, school’s submitting their cultural performances digitally for judging and            

assessment. These are things that need to be discussed with schools at a date that is best suited to                   

them. We are mindful that school principals are having to make other school-wide decisions in               

relation to COVD-19 precautionary measures.  

 

7. How do we get a refund on our tickets? 

 

Everyone who purchased a ticket(s) with iTICKET can expect a full refund. You may have received a 

notification already from iTICKET who has confirmed that you are not required to do anything. Your 

refund will be processed automatically with funds returned to the card or account used for the 

original purchase. We ask for your patience as the iTICKET team are currently working on refund 

requests.  

 

 

 


